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Orico USB A3.0x2 + Type-C3.0x1 + PD100Wx1 4-in-1 Hub Adapter
Does  your  computer  or  laptop  have  an  insufficient  number  of  ports?  With  Orico  you  can  easily  solve  this  problem!  The  adapter  is
equipped with several different sockets such as USB3.0, Type-C3.0 or PD100W input. It allows for fast data transfer. What's more, thanks
to its well-thought-out design, it will be very durable and resistant to wear and tear.
 
Many possibilities
Orico's adapter was created with comfort in mind, so it comes with several different ports such as USB3.0, Type-C3.0 or PD100W. This
gives you more options for using different devices. What's more, they guarantee increased data transfer speeds. Instant copying of files
or using other devices without delays is now possible!
 
Comfort of use
Orico has four ports that can be used simultaneously, so it will meet all your needs. No matter how many devices you connect to it, the
device is up to the challenge. What's more, the Orico adapter can handle two 2.5-inch 1T hard drives without the need for an additional
power supply. This means more convenience and less clutter on your desk.
 
Great compatibility
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Orico adapter is a guarantee of comfortable work. It works with a wide range of devices, such as a USB flash drive, USB lamp, printer,
mouse, portable hard drive, camera and more. Plus, with comprehensive compatibility with Windows, Mac OS and Linux OS, you get a
universal solution.
 
Producer
Orico
Model
PAPW2AC-C3-015-BK-EP
Dimensions
98 × 34 × 12.6 mm
Input interface
USB-C
Output interface
x 2 USB3.0 + Type-C3.0 + PD100W
Data transmission
5 Gbps
Cable length
0,15 m
Material
ABS
Compatibility
Windows / Mac OS / Linux

Price:

€ 10.00
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